






Jen’s Spools 

 

Piecing Directions for the Spool Block: 

1. Piece corner blocks by sewing 2 patch A’s together – one colored and one 
your background color. Do this for each block. You will be creating 16 blocks 
for the wall hanging. Press seams toward dark fabric. 

2. Assemble block by rows. Row One will be: Corner Block, Patch B, Corner 
Block. Row Two: Attach one background Patch B, Patch A and another Patch 
B to create Row Two. Press seams toward the dark fabric. 

3. Next, sew Row One and Row Two together, making sure Row One is on 
top. Lock seams into place so they will meet and not overlap. Press after 
sewing. 

4. Finally, sew Row Three together. It is created the same way Row One 
was. Just be cautious in placing the corner blocks for Row One and Row 
Three to make sure they form the spool. Once you’re satisfied with your 
placement, sew Row Three onto the other two rows to complete the block. 
Press the seam. 

Assembling the Wall Hanging: 

1. Assemble the quilt by rows with each row made up of four spool blocks. 
Alternate the position of each block – one block up, one block on its side, 
etc. 

2. After the four rows are assembled, add the borders. Cut the borders 
according to the diagrams. 

3. Attach the yellow border first. Attach side pieces first, then the top and 
bottom. 

4. Attach purple border last. Attach side pieces first, then the top and 
bottom pieces last. 

5. Finally, make a “quilt sandwich” by layering the quilt top you just made 
with batting and a backing. Baste the layers togethers to hold them 
together. Quilt and finish by binding. 
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